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We show that an algebraic subset of a context-free group G which ia mcluded in a subgroup U of G is 
algebraic in U. 
1. Introduction 
In [4] Berstel and Sakarovitch pointed out that from a proof given in [2] one can 
deduce that a rational set of a group G which is included in a subgroup H of G is 
already rational in H (an explicit proof is given in [12]). They called this “a kind 
of Fatou property of groups” according to similar properties of certain formal 
power series [14]. Another kind of Fatou property was shown by Eilenberg and 
Schtitzenberger for rational sets and commutative monoids in [7]. Naturally, the 
question arises whether these results remain true for other than rational sets. In this 
paper we restrict to context-free groups and show that in these groups the above-cited 
result remains true for those sets which are defined by homomorphic images of 
languages which belong to a cone closed under union. Especially for algebraic sets, i.e. 
sets which are homomorphic images of context-free languages, we obtain the follow- 
ing corollary: 
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This gives a partial answer to a question raised in 1121. The general case where G is 
any given group remains open. 
As an application of this result we show that in infinite context-free groups the 
algebraic subsets are strictly included in those subsets which are homomorphic images 
of recursively enumerable languages. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this paper X denotes always an alphabet. i.e. a finite nonempty set. and X* the 
free monoid generated by X. 
N,, is the set of natural numbers including zero. 
A WK’ is a family of languages closed under homomorphism, inverse homomor- 
phism. and intersection with regular languages. P3 is the family of regular languages, 
P, the family of context-free languages. and L’,, the family of recursively enumerable 
languages. 
A ~~o~~~c~.Y~+Y~c group G is a group whose word problem is a context-free language 
[I]. The work of Muller and Schupp [I31 together with a result of Dunwoody [S] 
gives a mathematical characterization of these groups: A group is context-free ilf it is 
a finite extension of a free group. 
In this paper the free groui, generated by II elements is denoted as F,,. 
Usually [3.4] the rational sets of a monoid M are defined to be ihe least family of 
subsets of &I which contains all finite sets and which is closed under union. product. 
and taking submonoids. In this paper we chose a different definition which allows us 
to detinc other families of subsets in a similar way. For details see [Il. 121. 
Definition 2.1. Let &I be a finitely generated monoid and K a family of languages 
closed under homomorphism. 
E’( 51) := I T s &l1 there is a surjective homomorphism cp :X* + M and LEE 
such that (p(L)= T). 
An easy observation shows that this definition depends neither on the special 
alphabet .Y nor on the homomorphism q. 
Definition 2.2. Let M be a fmitely generated monoid. 
(a) RN(,%I):= P;(M). 
(b) A/</(,2/1):= V;(M). 
An element of Kar( M) is called rtrrionrrl and an clement of Aly( M) ulg~hrtric. 
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3. The result 
Now we are able to give a precise formulation of the announced kind of Fatou 
property of context-free groups. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 0 be a cone which is closed under union, G a context-free group, U a 
finitely generated subgroup qf G, and TC U. Then TgK3(G) ifs TE@(U). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 consists of two steps. Using a result of Burns [S] we show 
in the first step (Lemma 3.6) that the statement is true in free groups. In the second step 
we extend this to context-free groups. In order to prove the first step we need several 
lemmas. The proof of the first lemma is left as an exercise. The proofs of the next two 
lemmas can be found in [ 123. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be ajnitelJ! generated monoid, U ajinitely generated submonoid of 
M, and T c U. Let 0 be a family oflanguages closed under homomorphism. If TEO~( U), 
then TE(S~( M). 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a finitely generated group and RERat(G). Let Q be a cone and 
TECH. Then TREE’(G). 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a$nitely generated group, N a normal subgroup of G with finite 
index, 6 a cone, and TEO~(G). Then Tn NEO’(N). 
Lemma 3.5. Let 6 be a family of languages which is closed under homomorphism. Let 
k,nEN,, and TC F,. Then TE~~(F,,) ifs TEK~(F,,+~). 
Proof. One direction follows from Lemma 3.2. 
Conversely, let x1, . ., x, be a set of free generators of F,, .x1, . . .._ Y,,x,+ 1, . . . . x,,+~ 
a set of free generators of Fn+k, TcK~(F,+~), and T:F,,+~+F, a surjective homomor- 
phism defined by 
T(Xi) := 
i 
xi if i < n, 
1 if i>n, 
and (P:X*+F,+~ any surjective homomorphism. 
By definition there is a language L c X *, LEK such that q(L)= T. The composition 
of cp and T yields a surjective homomorphism from X * onto F, and T( cp( L)) = T. Thus, 
T&(F,). 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let (5 be a cone which is closed under union, U a jinitely generated 
subgroup of F,, and Tc U. Then TEK~(F,) ifs TEO’( U). 
Proof. One direction follows from Lemma 3.2. 
Conversely, let 7‘~ I: and Ttti’(F’,,). The group I’ is free s~ncc each subgroup of 
a free group is free. Let II]. .I[~ be :I st‘t of free generator5 of I’. According to [S] 
there exists 13, . , 13,E k‘,, such that II, . . II,, . I’ , . . . . . r, is 2 set of fret generators 01 
a subgroup L!’ of F,, and I” has finite index in F‘,,. It is a quell-known fact in group 
theory [ 151 that >I subgroup of finite index contains al\+ayh ;I tinttel) generated normal 
subgroup of finite index. Thus, thcrc exists a tinitcly generated normal subgroup 
IV with finite index in F,, and .V is subgroup of I”. Therefore. the inverse image ofeach 
cosct of A’ under any sutjecti\e homc~morphism onto f,‘,, is 2 regular language. Since 
cones are closed under intersection with regular languages. WC obt:rin 
Tn!“C’,g~ti’(F,,) for each gel;,,. 
Hcncc, we can decompose 7‘ in linitcly many dih.ioint scth I;, \uch that 7;, E !2’(/. 
Since Cr is closed under union. it is sutticicnt to ‘rho\\ the cl;tim for each T,. 
Thcrcfore. let T,,~ti ‘( l.‘,, 1. WC can ;~ssunic C/E I “_ The dcsircd result i4 ;I consequence 
of the following seq~~once of conclusions: 
T,, E ti ’ ( t ,, J 
=> 7;,!/-’ s ,I’ E ti i ( I“,, ) (LLx11111a 3.3) 
* 7;,,/-‘Eci’(.l’) (Lctlltlla 3.4) 
- 7;,c/ ’ EK ‘( I;‘) (Le111111a 3.2) 
- 7;,</ I(,= 7;,di ‘( I:‘) (Let11111a 3.3) 
=> 7;,rc ‘( I’ ) (Lc111t11a 3.5) 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. One direction follo\v\ from Lcmtna .3.2. 
Conversely. let Tc I’ and 7’tti ‘(G J. Since (; is context-free. there cxista [I?. h] 
a finitely generated free normal subgroup !L’ \\ith finite indes in G. Similar to the proof 
of Lemma 3.6. WC‘ can ass~~tnt‘ that there i\ an element gr I’ \uch that 7‘~ ,2:q. Define 
F is a finitely generated free group since ;I subgroup of ;t free group is free [ I5]. and the 
intersection of two finitely generated subgroups of ;I contest-free group is finiteI>, 
generated [l]. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 WC obtain I)/ ’ EC I 3’). Thus. by Lemma 3.6. 
GI ’ EKI(F) and. therefore. TEC ‘( L;). 
4. Application 
Although it is known that one can obtain the recursi\cly enumerable languages b) 
applying certain reductions to context-free languages which arc Icry sitnilar to the 
usual reduction in free groups (see [X, 9. 161). we show in this section. by using 
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Theorem 3.1, that in infinite context-free groups G the algebraic subsets are strictly 
included in Q;(G). 
Corollary 4.1. Let G be an injnite context-free group. Then Alg(G) E I?;(G). 
Proof. The group G is infinite and context-free. Therefore, there exists an element 
ggG with infinite order (see [I 31). Let U be the infinite cyclic subgroup generated by g. 
Let TC U, T&Rat(U), TEQ~(U). By Lemma 3.2 we have TEQ~(G). 
Now assume TEA/g(G). Then, by Theorem 3.1, TEAIg( U). Since U is commutative, 
we can apply Parikh’s theorem (see [lo]), which yields T~lCat( CJ), a contradiction to 
the assumption. 0 
Finally, we should remark that from the results given in [ 121 we can conclude that 
in a context-free group G the rational sets are equal to the algebraic sets iff G is a one 
counter group, i.e. a group whose word problem is a one counter language. A more 
detailed analysis concerning the relationship between several families of subsets in 
context-free and one counter groups is given in [l 11. 
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